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Scenario You have to clear a house you know is full of bad 

guys with hostages.  Take it one room at a time.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1   Facing up range.

Gun loaded to division capacity.

Description At the signal, engage all targets as presented with 2 

shots each.  Steel must fall before leaving  P1.

Scored shots 15

Targets 5 x plain, 5 x NT, 1 x head, 1 x skunk                   

Props 3 Tee shirts

Setup notes

SO Notes

BAY  A
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Scenario You’re helping a buddy in the city clean up his yard

but the local crack heads don’t like  all the noise and 

start shooting at you.  Protect yourself.

Scoring Vickers

Conceal

ment

Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1    Both hands on the lawn mower.

Gun loaded to division capacity.

Descripti

on

At the signal go to the fence and engage targets 

around and/or through the fence. Proceed to P2 and 

engage all threats. Then go to P3, step on bear trap 

and engage all threats.

Scored 

shots
16        

Targets 7 x plain, 4 x NT, 1 x Bottom                        

Props bear trap

SO

Notes

BAY  B

Mow da lawn

(French)

Mark 
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Scenario During the gun fight you get shot in your weak hand.  

But you still have to defend yourself.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1

Gun loaded to division capacity.

Weight around weak side hand.

Description At the signal, engage targets ALTERNATING sides. 

Shoot one target from each side then move to other 

side.   All shots must be from inside square.  Each 

target gets 2 shots.

Scored shots 12 

Targets 6 x plain               

Props Wrist weight

Setup notes

SO Notes

BAY  C

Shot in the 

hand

Mark 
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Scenario You see a deal on Craig’s List you want and set up 

a meeting.  When you get there you quickly figure 

out it’s a setup. Time to leave but it turns into a 

shootout.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

P1

Gun loaded with 6 rounds only and placed inside 

closed briefcase with ammo.  Hands on knees.

Description At the signal retrieve gun from briefcase and engage 

targets with 2 shots to the body and 1 to the head.  

Proceed to P2 and engage swinger target with 2 

shots. Steel must fall.

Proceed to P3 and engage all targets with 2 shots 

each.

Scored shots 15     

Targets 3 x open, 4 x NT, 2 x head&center, 1 x 

skunk 

Props Briefcase    Swinger   Activator 

Setup notes

SO Notes Watch for 180°

BAY    D

Craig’s List Mark 
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Scenario You’re out for a walk and come upon a drug dealer 

and his long legged crack dog. He tells the dog to 

attack you. He’s running a zig-zag but you finally 

take out the dog and then the doper.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1   Feet inside square.

Gun loaded  with 6 rounds

Description Both feet must be inside the square while shooting 

the dog. At the signal engage  the dogs starting at 

the farthest dog first then the next closest till all are 

engaged.

After engaging all dogs, step out of square and 

engage last target without crossing line. 

All targets get 2 shots each.

Scored shots 10   

Targets 4 x dogs, 1 x NT, 1 x head     

Props

Setup notes

SO Notes

BAY  E

Attack of the 5’ 

Crack dog
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Scenario Basic Shooting skills

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1    Hands on wall.  PCC low ready

Gun loaded with 5 rounds

Description At the signal. Engage targets through slot in 

wall. Then proceed to P2 and engage all targets 

from cover.

All paper gets 2 shots each.. Steel must fall.

Scored shots 12        

Targets 3 x plain, 4 x NT, 1 x skunk                       

Props 4 x 6” knock off steel

BAY  F

Basic Shooting Mark 
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Scenario You’re drift fishing along the Rio Grande and come 

around a corner into a gang of smugglers in the 

shallows. They start shooting and you have to return 

fire.

Scoring Vickers

Concealment Mandatory

Starting 

Position

S1  Seated behind wheel holding fishing rod.

Gun loaded to division capacity.  Gun and all ammo 

in glove box.

Description At the signal, retrieve gun and engage all targets 

with 2 shots each,,, any order.

Scored shots 14  

Targets 4 x plain, 3 x head, 3 x NT                         

Props

Setup notes Boat

SO Notes

BAY  X

Gone fishing Mark 
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